OPERATION PILLAR OF CLOUD
It is very interesting that Israel chose to call or name for the military operation against Hamas, ‘Pillar of Cloud’ or Defense. The ‘Pillar of Cloud’ is a reference to the YHVH’s protective ‘shield’ or dome if you will while the Israelites were sojourning throughout the Wilderness. In the Wilderness, when Israel was headed toward the Promised Land, YHVH’s presence was manifested in the Pillar of Cloud by day and a Pillar of Fire by night.
Interestingly, the formation of the Tabernacle and the camp was organized and divided in a military fashion; by tribes, elders, leaders, units etc. The Pillar of Cloud was like a ‘dome’ or a shield of protection for the entire nation. It protected the Israelites from the intense desert heat and sun during the day. It also was a shield or ‘dome’ of protection from the severe cold at night and wild animals. Much like in the time of the Wilderness
journey for Israel, the ‘Iron Dome’ missile defense system, like the Pillar of Cloud then is protecting Israel now. This ‘shield’ kept the enemies of Israel from infiltrating the Camp. Hamas has been lobbing rockets at Israel for the past decade. The difference now is that Israel does seem to have an effective shield against them. Although the Iron Dome is not 100% effective, it did intercept and destroy around 90% of the rockets that were
launched from Gaza. This escalating conflict could very well lead to a larger regional Muslim-Jewish war at some point. Perhaps these escalating exchanges between Gaza and Israel over the past decade will culminate in the foretold Psalm 83 War. It appears that the main players and conditions are just about now in place for it to occur. This has a huge Biblical significant implication. Perhaps it is a sign of just where National Israel is
with respect to the reconciliation and redemption with YHWH. This reconciliation and redemption will only come about at the 2nd Coming of Jesus Christ. It will be the time when ‘They will look on me, the one they have pierced…’ –Zechariah 12:10
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Iron Dome
Missile Shield By Rafael
Anti-Rocket system intercepting
incoming missiles.
1. Rockets fired at Israel
2. Radar locates rockets in flight
3. Control Unit orders launch
4. Faster Missile fired
5. Incoming Missile intercepts
The Radar Units attempt to identify
rocket launches and anticipate trajectories. The Control
Units study the trajectory and estimate impact points
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THE CONSEQUENCES
The globalist Arab Spring has been nothing more than a
re-shuffling of the game pieces of the Middle East map in order to
surround Israel with extremist Islamists. With each successful
round of conflicts and cease-fires, the Psalm 83 War comes into
sharper focus. Perhaps at that time, the Isaiah 17 destruction of
Damascus ensue that will culminate in the ‘Confirming of the
Covenant’ with the AntiChrist at some future day. The growing
escalation of the Muslim-Jewish conflict will come to a head in a
full blown regional war that perhaps might involve nuclear
weapons. The countries that surround Israel are just about in
place for the Psalm 83 show-down.
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ROCKET WARFARE

Nearly all the rockets fired from Gaza have been
smuggled from either Egypt or Iran. From 20002008, more that 4000 mortar bombs were fired into
Israel from Gaza. In March 2012, more than 300
rockets were fired on Israel. Due to the smuggling
efforts and aid by Iran, it has given Gaza now the
technological ability to launch long range missile.
For the first time Tel Aviv has come under attack
since the 1991 Gulf War. For the first time since the
1970s, rockets reached the suburbs of Jerusalem as
the rockets are aimed towards the Knesset.
Although Hamas rockets are not guided missiles,
the mere sounds of siren paralyzes the Israeli
society and commerce as well as psychologically
effects the civilian population already on edge; shell
shocked even. Any nation with such a threat to its
civilian population cannot stand idle under this sort
of condition.
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A false sense of security
The Israeli missile defense system is so far having a
90% kill rate at intercepting missiles from Gaza. This
could case a false sense of ‘security’ for Israel as it
relies on its technology to ‘save’ Israel.
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In the Bible, Psalm 83 describes a scenario where all the ‘Inner-Ring’ of
the Muslim around the territory of Israel will amass together to attack
Israel. The sole purpose is to ‘wipe Israel off the map’. This rhetoric was in
place 3000 years ago and came from the same root hatred for not only
Israel but the GOD of Israel. Perhaps it was the case during the times of
Philistia when Asaph wrote the Psalm. Yet it echoes down the
centuries to a time in the Last Days when such a scenario will culminate
in the modern era against Israel.

What has been the tragedy in this decade and past decades of this
Muslim-Jewish conflict has taken the lives of thousands of innocent
by-standers, mostly women and children that have paid the ultimate
price of death for the struggle of the Promised Land. In part, one
reason the Palestinian refugee camps have been allowed to continue
is to serve the purposes of those in Palestinian leadership willing to
sacrifice them for the sake of power.

The Palestinians are caught in a crosshair of the Globalist chest game. They have been
used as pones in a deadly game of thwarting the Will of YHWH. The Palestinian Authority
gets billions in aid from the US, EU, the UN, China and the Arab League, Saudi Arabia,
Dubai, and UAE. Yet the Palestinians are being kept in squalor and poverty in UN
refugee camps for 4 generations now. No other Arab nation will take them. The
Palestinian refugee problem is a ‘cash cow’ for the corrupt leaders of the former
PLO and now Hamas. They become wealthy from the misery of an ancient people
kept in poverty. Travel is restricted and it is hard for Palestinians to immigrate.
The conditions of the Palestinians are blamed on Israel. Israel has transformed
itself during the same time, to an exporter of high tech, agriculture, established
tourism.

If one would have taken all the billions of financial aid given to Gaza/PLO since
1967 alone, each Palestinian family remaining in Gaza, the West Bank and in the
Refugee camps in Jordon, Syria and Lebanon would have been purchased a
home, a hectare of land to grow their own food and financial resources to start up
businesses. Instead, they have
been used to milk billions from the
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HAMAS

ISLAMIC RESISTANCE MOVEMENT

In 2006 Hamas took power over PLO backed Fatah
party. Hamas like Hezbollah began after the 1 st Intifada
or Muslim uprising against Israel over the Temple
Mount. Hamas is a direct off-shot of the Egyptian
Muslim Brotherhood. It is alleged though that MOSSAD
had a hand in fomenting a counter-weight to the PLO.
Egypt has affiliated and come to the aid and support of
Hamas against Israel. The aim and premier goal of
Hamas is not only to ‘liberate’ Palestine or Gaza from
Israeli, but to establish an Islamic state instead of Israel.
Hamas rejects Israel’s right to co-exist, much less exist.

